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Just after Valentine’s Day (2017). I compiled a detailed analysis of the Top 100
Selling Item on Gearbubble. One thing that jumped out at me was that Round
Silver Necklaces were almost half of the Top 100. The majority of those had text
around the edge and black backgrounds.
I know some people like to create their own designs, at least part of the time. I
know I do. Since I know Photoshop Elements (About $70-$80 retail) fairly well, I
decided to put down the steps involved in creating a round silver necklace with a
black background and words around the edge. Here is the result:

Here are the steps involved in creating this design. There are over 20, but some
of them are SAVE FILE and other simple things.
You need Photoshop Elements open. I am using version 15 here. I believe this
will work as far back as 10. The placement of some of the commands will be
different, but I believe all the necessary tools will be there.

1. Create an Empty SQUARE Image.
When creating a design for a tee-shirt I usually use 4,500 px wide and 5,400
px high since the space on the shirts is taller than it is wide. (That is the
requirement of Merch by Amazon, so why not at least be ready to upload
there if I decide to.) Here we need a square blank file to make one of the
following steps work right.
Click: File  New  Blank

#1 – 4500
#2 – Make sure it is Pixels
#3 – 4500
#4 – Use 300

#5 – RGB Color
#6 – Transparent
#7 - I save this setting so I can click on the “Document Type” menu and use it
again later when I create a new Gearbubble Design
#8 - This menu will show you the PRESETS that you have saved and let your pick
one with all the setting already done.
Click OK

2. Add Guides to Show the Center
a. Click: View  New Guide

#1 – View
#2 – New Guide
#3 - Note the Lock Guides - you will do that last
When you click New Guide, this menu pops open.

#1 – Enter 50%
#2 – Vertical
I do this when creating all Shirt Designs. It helps to center things and you usually
want to do with a Gearbubble design. Guides will not show when you save the
file as a PNG file later.

b. Repeat for a Horizontal Guide
c. Click: View  Lock Guides

3. If your blank file doesn’t come close to filling the editable
space, fill the edit area with your empty design
Click: Double click the Hand

Your file should look like this now:

4. Create a Black Background
Click: Layer  New Fill Layer  Solid Color

#1 – Layer
#2 – New File Layer
#3 – Solid Color
This menu pops up

I usually just click OK. There are few enough layers that naming them
doesn’t help much. You definitely want the 100% Opacity if you have
been using layers for other things recently.
Now the Color Menu Pops up

#1 – Change to 000000
#2 – Click OK

5. Make Sure the Layers Window is Visible on the Right Side
of the Screen

Click: Windows  Layers (Layers should have a check
mark)

#1 – If you don’t see the layers on the right (#3) Click: Windows  Layers
#2 - Layers should have a check mark
#3 – The layers.
NOTE: You will often need to use the mouse to drag layers up or down.
The further down a layer is, the more it is in the background behind the
other layers. We want the black background in the very back.

6. Use the Text Tool

#1 – Click: The T
#2 – Choose the “TEXT on SHAPE” Tool
#3 – Choose the ELLIPSE Shape
#4 - Choose a Font (I used Georgia Bold or Freshman Normal)
#5 - Choose a Size (I used 29 px)
#6 – choose a Color (Since the background will be black, white is best. If
you use a different color background, then a different color may be best.)

7. Draw the Circle –
 Put the mouse right at the center

 Hold down the Shift Key (make perfect circle) AND
the Alt Key (Start from the center) (Easy to forget this
one.)
 Drag the mouse diagonally out from the center.

#1 – Start here
#2 – Drag to here
 Move the mouse to the place you want to start
typing. When you see the I beam plus a wavy line

click the mouse.

#1 -Mouse mouse to edge – when you see the I - click
 Type your text
 Ctrl – A to highlight all of your text
 Resize to fit the line. NOTE: When it won’t fit, the
last word(s) disappear.
 Here is the line I was typing: “I Love You Deeply and Will
Always Be Thankful That You Are My Mother” Note that “Mother” is
missing.
 Note: You can rotate a line by highlighting the layer and using the
dragging a corner when the small curved line with an arrow head on
both ends appears. You can click on Layers  Rotate  Free
Rotation to rotate the layer and help it stay centered exactly where it
started.

#1 – I pasted the line and then highlighted everything with Alt-A
#2 – I changed size – but not enough.

NOTE: To change the font, font size, or color of words you have typed you
must highlight them first. CTRL-A (or Cmd-A) will highlight the whole line.

My font size was around 60 and that worked fairly well. Different fonts will
need different sizes and you will need to find the right size by trial and
error. You can type in the box and not just use the drop-down menu that
gives you a few sizes.
Click the green check mark when you are done.

8. You may need to rotate the text if it doesn’t start and stop where you
want it. Here is how you do that.

#1 – Click on the Move tool
#2 – Choose the text layer
#3 – The Text layer should be highlighted in the layer panel
#4 – Click on IMAGE
#5 – Click on ROTATE
#6 – Click on FREE ROTATE LAYER
#7 – Click on the small corner market for the text image and drag it clockwise or
counter clock wise.
#8 – Click on the GREEN Checkmark
9.

Put a circular background behind the text.

We are not done. We need to get a circle that we drag into the necklace
template in Gearbubble. Right now the sqare black area around the design
would cover the pendant and make it VERY hard to get the circle sized and
aligned.
NOTE: Hide the Black background layer before you start this (over by #8 in the
next image, click the eye on the bottom layer.

Draw the Cricle

#1 – Click the Shape tool
#2 – Click the Ellipse tool
#3 – Set the color to black
#4 – make sure this is CIRCLE (the default is NOT a circle)
#5 – Click “FROM Center”
#6 - Put the mouse on the center cross hairs and drag.
#7 – Drag to here
#8 – You may need the drag the layer down in the LAYER Panel to get it behind
the text.

NOTE: You want a little black space outside of the words. We will let Gearbubble
chop a little off when we upload the design. If you don’t have a little extra, it is

possible you will leave some of the Gearbubble’s default white background
showing.
Now you will see another layer on the left.

You now have a circle with words around the edge and a black background.

10.
Crop the image to get rid of excess blank space
around it.
The last step is to crop it. We don’t need the full 5,000 pixels for the necklace
since it is much smaller than a shirt. When we copy the image up to Gearbubble
they will not let us resize this full image.

Click: Crop Tool  5 x 5  drag around the circle

#1 – The crop tool
#2 – Make sure that it is Crop
#3 – Set to 5 x 5 – you want this crop to be square

IMPORTANT – We need to Center the Crop. When we upload to Gearbubble they
default to centering our image and we want that to be perfect.

Here is a sample that is NOT centered. You can tell because the Guide lines we
created earlier are not on top of the Grid lines. We can see the gap. Also the
Guide lines turn RED when the Gird Lines are right on top of them.
Use the cursor movement arrows to move the CROP square around.

Here is an example of a correctly centered Crop

Note the RED lines where the Grid and Guide lines overlay each other.
Now click the Green Check Mark.

11.

Save the file

SAVE THE FILE as a PSD FILE. It is not finished, but this is the foundation and it
would be nice to save all this work. As long as Photoshop Elements is open, you
can back up and undo steps. If you close the program and then reopen the file,
the “undo” history will be gone, but the circle of words will still be there and you
can start from that point. The words will be editable.

12.

Finish the Design

You can now do things like:
 drag new elements on top of your design
 write words in the open area
 Draw another circle inside the first and do another circle of words. NOTE:
You need to hide the outer circle of words before you click on the I bar
with wavy line. If you don’t, the circle will snap to the existing larger circle.
 Note: If you drag a new image onto your design, it must have a
transparent background. I use http://clippingmagic.com to do this. Note:
The newest version of Photoshop Element (2018) has a magic eraser
feature that will erase solid backgrounds without leaving Elements. Older
versions of Photoshop elements have the “Magic Extractor” tool. These
older versions do NOT have the “Write text on a line” option.

In this case I opened a second image (one easy way is to right click in Windows
Explorer and Click: Open With  Photoshop Element x )

#1 – This icon will open up the tray of open files. When you use another tool, this
area will be used for the tool’s options. Click the icon to open the tray up again.
#2 – the file I opened (Usually it will be the last in the row. I did things out of
order here.)
#3 – The image we have been working on.
Click: Double click the image we have been working on. That will put it back in
the Edit Area of Photoshop Elements.

Drag the image you want to add into the image you are working on. (Click with
the left mouse button and hold it down while you drag it up. It will always go to
the center even if you want it someplace else.)

Resize the Image
Click on the MOVE Tool and drag the corners to resize the image. Move the
cursor to the edge to srtech the image in the direction of the edge.. If you see
cross hairs you can move the whole image. Move the cursor outside the box
created by the four corner circles, near one of the circles and you will see a
curved line in place of the cursor. Use that to rotate the image if you want it
oriented differently.

13.
Save the PSD File again (Click File  Save)
This is your final copy. You really want to save this.
Sometimes you will want to change words in the center or
change an image you dragged into the center. You can
start with the PSD file and avoid all the work for creating
the words around the circle and selecting only the circle.

14.

SAVE THE FILE as a PNG file to upload

One of the issues we deal with is saving files so that they
keep the details and at the same time they don’t end up
being larger than the POD companies allows. Photoshop
has and EXPORT function that will reduce an PNG file.
Photoshop Elements does not have this feature (yet). It
does have a way to save a crompressed PNG file that is
usually smaller than the 5 gigabytes that Gearbubble
allows.
Click on FILE  SAVE AS

#1 – File
#2 – Save As
Click on the File Type Drop-down menu and change it to PNG

#1 – This will default to the last file type save and that is usually a
Photoshop File
#2 – Choose PNG file
#3 – Click Save
Choose the Compressed Version from the pop-up that appears

#1 – Choose Smallest / Slow – PNG compresses in what they call a
lossless system. The file gets smaller, but none of the definition is
lost.
#2 – You don’t need interlacing
#3 – Click OK.
NOTE: One other nice things about using this method of saving the
PNG file is that it defaults to the same folder where you saved the
PSD file. You don’t have to worry about the PNG file ending up
separated from it’s photoshop version.

If you just can’t get the file size small enough, go ahead
and choose the SAVE FOR THE WEB option. Even though
it goes to 72 DPI instead of 300, there is almost always
plenty of definition since you are still saving a file with
thousands of pixels in every direction.
Click: File  Save For Web.

A menu will pop-up

#1 - Make sure the type is set to PNG. If there are lots of subtle colors use
PNG-24. If the color scheme is simple use PNG-8 (PNG-8 creates smaller
files than PNG-24). If the background on the right side is WHITE, you
probably have the image type set to JPG.
#2 and #3 – these show you how much the file was reduced in size. The
original size was 32 megabytes. Since Gearbubble only allows files up to 5
megabytes, you would not have been able to upload that file. The 396
kilobytes is MUCH smaller.

#4 – Save
NOTE: This is an area where it is VERY easy to make a mistake. The default
folder for PNG files is the last folder you saved a PNG file into, not the folder
to opened files in. Often this is the previous design you worked on. Be very
careful that you are saving the PNG file where you want it to be.

15.

Launch the Campaign

#1 – Upload the Design
#2 – Any of the black that overlaps the silver edge will be deleted by
Gearbubble. That is why it is good to have a little extra and overlap the silver
edge just a little. You don’t want any of the default white background showing
through.
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